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The naturalization test is a crucial step in the process of becoming a U.S.
citizen. To pass the test, you must correctly answer at least 6 out of 10
civics questions and 12 out of 20 English proficiency questions.
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This article provides a comprehensive guide to the naturalization test
questions and answers in English, along with their translations to various
languages. It covers all 20 civics questions and the 10 English proficiency
questions, offering clear explanations and practice tests for each.

Civics Questions

The 20 civics questions cover a range of topics about U.S. history,
government, and society. Here are the questions and their answers:
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1. What is the supreme law of the land? The Constitution

2. What is the name of the national anthem? The Star-Spangled
Banner

3. What is the name of the U.S. President? (Current President's name)

4. What is the name of the Vice President? (Current Vice President's
name)

5. What are the two major political parties in the United States?
Republican and Democratic

6. What is the name of the federal agency that enforces immigration
laws? U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)

7. What is the name of the branch of the U.S. government that
makes laws? Congress

8. What is the name of the branch of the U.S. government that
interprets laws? Supreme Court

9. What is the name of the branch of the U.S. government that
enforces laws? Executive

10. What is the highest court in the United States? Supreme Court

11. What are the five freedoms guaranteed by the First Amendment?
Religion, speech, press, assembly, and petition

12. How many amendments are there to the Constitution? 27

13. What is the name of the first ten amendments to the Constitution?
Bill of Rights



14. What does the Second Amendment guarantee? The right to bear
arms

15. What does the Fifth Amendment guarantee? The right to due
process of law

16. What does the Fourteenth Amendment guarantee? Equal
protection under the law

17. What does the Fifteenth Amendment guarantee? The right to vote

18. What is the name of the document that declares your intention to
become a U.S. citizen? Declaration of Intention

19. How long must you be a permanent resident before you can apply
for citizenship? At least 5 years, unless married to a U.S. citizen

20. What is the name of the oath you take when you become a U.S.
citizen? Oath of Allegiance

English Proficiency Questions

The 10 English proficiency questions are designed to assess your ability to
read, write, and speak English. Here are the questions and their answers:

1. Read the following sentence and write it correctly: The man walks
the dog. The man walks the dog.

2. Read the following sentence and write it correctly: The boy is
playing in the yard. The boy is playing in the yard.

3. Read the following sentence and write it correctly: The girl is
eating her lunch. The girl is eating her lunch.



4. Read the following sentence and write it correctly: The car is
driving down the street. The car is driving down the street.

5. Read the following sentence and write it correctly: The woman is
talking on the phone. The woman is talking on the phone.

6. Read the following sentence and write it correctly: The man is
working at his desk. The man is working at his desk.

7. Read the following sentence and write it correctly: The girl is
studying for her test. The girl is studying for her test.

8. Read the following sentence and write it correctly: The boy is
playing with his toys. The boy is playing with his toys.

9. Read the following sentence and write it correctly: The woman is
cooking dinner. The woman is cooking dinner.

10. Read the following sentence and write it correctly: The man is
driving his car. The man is driving his car.

Practice Tests

To help you prepare for the naturalization test, here are two practice tests:

1. Civics Practice Test

2. English Practice Test

Translation To Other Languages

If you need the naturalization test questions and answers translated to
another language, here are some resources:

USCIS Naturalization Test Study Materials



CitizenshipWorks Free Lesson and Practice Tests

Passing the naturalization test is a significant step towards becoming a
U.S. citizen. By studying the questions and answers provided in this article,
you can increase your chances of success. Remember to practice
regularly, and if necessary, seek help from an experienced immigration
attorney.
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